Andy Andrews adds apples and ants to his artwork.
Bob bounces blue balls, but Barb bakes bread and buns.
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Can cut car count care come class
Can Carter count the cans on the counter?
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do dad dear
doors day
done daddy
Diana dances with Danny from door to door.
eE
egg end elf
eleven ember
envelope
Evan Eaton ate eleven Easter eggs this evening.
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far for fan
four five fin
fresh food
Fabia found free fictional fairy stories on Friday.
Granny gave Gina green gloves as a gift.
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had have has

her he him

how home hug
Hannah hurt her hand on a hot hairdryer.
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is in ink it
iguana indigo injection
Isaiah likes to illustrate iguanas with indigo ink.
John jogs and jumps over jars of jam and jelly.
Kind Kenny cleans the kettle in the kitchen.
like little
love learn
look listen
Lilly listens to lyrics and loves to look at lilyponds.
My mom makes yummy mash and minced meat.
Nick needs a nap for nine to ninety minutes.
Oliver owns an orange oven and an oval ostrich egg.
Penny paints a pot purple and pink to plant parsley.
Quinton calls Quinta in Queensland.
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r o w  r e a d
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r u g b y  r o u n d
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Ronny read a really good rhyme to Rita Roberts.
Sue sang six songs to seven friends at school.
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tell tag two
too ten try
to together
Tom tried to tie ten knots in two tightropes.
Uggy uses a cup and mug to serve us tea.
Vivica will visit a vet with Vincent in Vic Bay.
Who wants to water the Willow tree near the white wall?
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six fix ox

mix Xhosa

fox axe
Xenia will fix the six broken toys in the box.
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you young your youth yawn year
Young Yolanda yawns. Do you yawn too?
Zack zips the zipper on his zigzag zoo bag.